
It's been a couple of days since the Fluttershy's confession and I 

still don't know how to react to her words O_o 

You: It has to be a joke hehe. Yes. ... maybe some 

misunderstanding, a simple confusion that's all. 

I would like to clarify this misunderstanding with her, but now 

everything has become very awkward! I mean, every time I see 

her I get paralyzed and at the same time, she has been avoiding 

me. It's obvious, we're both nervous! But if this is all 

misunderstanding, we shouldn't feel that way… it's just a joke. 

I'm used to Pinkie's nonsense by now, but not Fluttershy's. She is 

not like that. Is that the reason for my nervousness?  

You: AAARGGHH!! I dont know what to do! Dx 

In the middle of my dilemma, I hear a familiar voice ... 

Rarity: heeey darling!! :D 

You: UAAGHH!! *Rarity jump and hugs you tight* 

WOAH!! This soft feeling! I feel two marshmallows on my chest 

as Rarity hugs me *0*. OMG, just a little more Rarity huehuehue! 

Rarity: perfect timing, Darling! I was looking for you!   

You: did you need something? :O 

Rarity: As you may know, the school is holding the costume 

event again for the second year in a row. This is for the 

encourage of the students and participate in the next Friendship 

Games ^^. You knew that, right? 

You: heh, how to forget it. If you mean the Friendship Games, 

I've never been so scared seeing Twilight as that girl, Midnight. 

Although I must admit that she looked very ho-…. … … ahmm… 

o.o 

Rarity: ¬_¬’.. yes? 



You: *gulp* nothing :x. Anyway, If you mean last year's costume 

event, of course. I also remember that. I dressed like Discord 

hehe, or I tried it XD. 

Rarity: well, this year you will go with us again. And don't worry 

about your costume, I took care of that and it's other of my 

masterpieces! :D. We will look perfect together! 

You: together? O_O 

Rarity: that’s right, Darling ;). I'll go to your house tomorrow to 

give it to you personally :D. See ya! *Rarity leaves* 

You: hey wait! Dx 

Do I really have to go again? It was at that event where 

Fluttershy was dressed as an angel, she looked wonderful… and 

it was precisely where we... …………… AAARGHH !! I can not go 

there! >///< 

*Riiiiing* - *phone sound*  

You: hello?  

Pinkie (phone call): don't even think you'll escape, Dummy!  

*end call* 

You: really… how does she do that! O_o! 

Whatever. Tomorrow I will explain Rarity that Im not going to go 

to that event. I'm not in the mood for that right now, my main 

goal is to talk to Fluttershy about what's going on with us, I don't 

want to lose her as a friend! 

 

 

 

 



- The next day –  

It's morning. I eat my bread with strawberry jelly while drinking 

my morning coffee.. aaah the good life! 

*POOOOMMM* * You hear a loud noise in your room* 

You: huh?  

Is someone in my room? A thief? An enemy? PINKIE PIE?! I 

honestly wouldn't be surprised to see Pinkie getting me into 

trouble in my own house. Still, I have to be careful in case it is an 

intruder! 

… 

You: I caught you, you bastard !! 

With impetus, I open the door of my room to confront the 

intruder, however, there was no one! Books, desk, drawers. 

Everything was in place, even my hard-earned money was still in 

place. Relieved by the situation, but worried about that strange 

noise, I hear someone knocking on my door, it is Rarity ... but she 

was not alone. 

Pinkie: Aaaaaaand opened! Dont worry Rarity, make yourself at 

home ^^ 

Rarity: Aww, thank you  . 

What the heck?! 

You: How did you enter in my house !! DX 

Pinkie: I have many copies of your house keys, dummy :D 

You: o_o--- you what?! How did you get copies of my house 

keys?! DX 

 



Pinkie: relax dummy ^^. It's easier for us to come see you! What 

if one day you get sick? We will take care of you and for that, we 

need to have keys to your house. Just in case :D 

Rarity: She is right, each of us has a copy. Thanks Pinkie :) 

Pinkie: Don't mention it ;) 

You: … *sign* 

It's completely impossible to win an argument with Pinkie, she 

always wins ¬.¬ 

You: alright. Welcome to my humble home. 

* You, Pinkie and Rarity go to your room* 

Rarity: are you ready, dear? Time to shine! 

You: time for what?… 

Pinkie: duh! It’s time to see your outfit for the costume event ^^ 

Ooh, it's true. Rarity said she would come to my home to give me 

my costume today ... but I have to tell her the truth. I can't go 

with them, not without talking to Fluttershy first. 

Here's the problem ... how can I tell them that the reason is 

Fluttershy said she liked me, without being annihilated?! Dx! 

Pinkie: something wrong, dummy? :O 

You: I need to tell you something important, but promise me 

that whatever happens, you won't interrupt me until I finish of 

telling you everything that happened. Deal? 

Pinkie and Rarity: deal :O  

Okay.. it’s time… 

 

 



You: Fluttershy likes me. I finished. 

Pinkie and Rarity: …  

You: For that reason I can't go with you girls, sorry! but my 

priority is talking to Fluttershy! I know this is a misunderstanding 

and I have to do something! DX 

Pinkie and Rarity: …  

You: If I go to this event, with the crowding of people it will get 

worse and I will not be able to talk to her. You understand it, 

right? 

Pinkie and Rarity: … 

haaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahahahahahhahahagsahdsadgsajdsagjdsa!! 

X’D 

The girls burst out laughing in front of my face ... what the heck 

is wrong with them?! Im being honest and they are making fun 

of me?! 

You: what is funny?! This is a serious problem! Dx 

Rarity: So she was the first to confess it? Yay! :D 

Pinkie: I am as excited as you, Rarity! XD 

You: excuse me? O_o 

It's like they already know! They only comment on the fact that 

"Fluttershy was the first", but they seem not be surprised. 

Rarity: is that what worries you? We already knew it hehe. 

You: really? O_O 

Pinkie: Fluttershy is just nervous, that's all. You know her, she is 

very shy! And on the contrary to what you say, I think that event 

is the perfect place for both to talk about what happened. You 

remember last year, right? I still have that photo º3º 



You: EEk!! O///o… okay okay.. i get it! Ugh.. I need to drink 

water. I'll be right back. 

* you go to the kitchen for a glass of water * 

Pinkie: Hehe, the costume event is the perfect place to hide and 

listen to them! :D 

Rarity: Fluttershy is in the lead, but we can't let her win! We are 

friends, but also rivals! 

*Rarity looks at Pinkie* 

Pinkie: what… XD 

Rarity: you know it perfectly   

Pinkie: You mean the fact that I found out that you wanted to 

come here alone to confess that you love him too? Never! 

Rarity: Aww ... I'll tell him eventually ^^ 

Pinkie: me too ^^ 

Rarity: hmm… Why don't we tell him now, together?  

Pinkie: together, huh?…  

Rarity and Pinkie look at each other with a confident expression! 

The fire in their eyes is visible even in Ponyville!! 

*you come back with the girls* 

You: so, you say that it's best to clear up this misunderstanding 

with Fluttershy at that event? Do you really think that would be 

the best? I dont know… :S 

Pinkie: dummy, think about it. If you with Shy are alone, things 

would get more awkward, don't you agree? Both of you can't 

even say 1 single word, but when you are with friends, that 

nervousness will disappear and you will be able to talk without 

problems! 



Rarity: I agree with Pinkie. In addition, we can give you the 

necessary support so that you can tell Fluttershy what you need 

and clarify this misunderstanding ^^.  

Rarity and Pinkie are two of Fluttershy's best friends, so I guess 

their advice might help me. And now that I notice, they both 

seem very sure of what they say. 

Pinkie: Still, there is something I don't understand :/ 

You: hmm? 

Pinkie: What makes you think that what Fluttershy told you was 

a confusion or a misunderstanding? :O 

Rarity: right. She may be telling the truth :O 

You: PFFFFFFFFFF!! what?! Of course not! That is impossible! 

Fluttershy would never give her heart to a person like me Dx.  

Pinkie: what you mean? O.o 

You: Fluttershy is too cute and sweet. He is smart and kind. 

There is no alternate universe in which she feels something like 

that for a punk like me. 

Rarity: alright, alright. But what if in the hypothetical case that 

she was telling the truth, what would you do? :O 

You: …  

What would I do?  

… 

… 

… 

 

 



You: … 

Rarity and Pinkie: … and? O.o 

You: I don't know! Dx! hey, that could not even happen 

hypothetically. It is a non-existent assumption even in our 

thoughts, so stop questioning me and help me clarify all that 

with Fluttershy, please!! T_T 

Rarity: UUGH, you never change! Dx 

Pinkie: well.. I really love you, dummy :P  

Rarity: huh? O.o!.. I-I love you too!  

You: yeah yeah, and Sunset, Twilight, Applejack and Dash love 

me too, right? HAH! Good joke ¬.¬’ 

Pinkie: joke? O.o 

Rarity: oh, about that… :S 

You: girls, I'll go with you to the event, okay? But just because I 

think you guys are right ... I don't know how to feel about this, 

but I don't want to lose any of you as a friend.  

* You look at Rarity's bag with your outfit * 

You: Is that the bag with the outfit you made for me, Rarity? 

Rarity: oh yes! *-*  

You: thank you ^^. Really thank you! Can I wear it now to see 

how I look? 

Rarity: of couse! I wanna see you in that costume!  

Pinkie: me too!! :D 

You: okay…  

Rarity:  

Pinkie:  



… 

… 

… 

*silence*  

You: Do you want me to undress here in front of you? get out of 

here!! Dx 

Pinkie: booooooooooooring!  

Rarity: you’re not funny at all, Darling -_-‘ 

Come on, did you really think I was going to shake the goose in 

front of the girls?! Dx. 

In the moment Pinkie opens the door of my room, something 

hits the floor. It's a magazine ... 

You: hmm, what is this? … … a magazine?… 

*you look at the magazine* 

You: … … OOOOOOOOOHHHHH 

WHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAATT?¿?¿!!  

Pinkie: dummy? What is that? 

You: NO!! It’s nothing!!  

Rarity: You're sweating and too nervous to be "nothing" ... show 

us, darling! 

You: NOOO!!!  

If the girls see this magazine, I will die!!! DX 

Rarity: Pinkie! Now!  

Pinkie: yeah!  

You: what are you doing?!!!  



 

Rarity quickly hugs me from behind! I can feel her soft breasts on 

my back and the sensation is indescribable! *0* .. however, 

although I'd like to stay that way, I can't let Pinkie and Rarity see 

that magazine! 

Rarity: Pinkie, now! >_< 

You: nooo!!  

Pinkie: yeah, got it!! :D … let me see! ^^ 

With incredible speed, Pinkie takes advantage of the fact that I 

was unprepared because of the Rarity's breasts on my back, to 

take the magazine of my hands! 

Pinkie: … 

Rarity: … 

You: NOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!  

 

 

 



Pinkie: ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooohh!!  

Rarity: my, my!!  

Yes, it's a magazine for adults! But it's not mine! I swear it is not 

mine! DX 

You: This magazine is not mine! 

Pinkie: so dummy, do you like these kind of girls? :O 

Rarity: oh woah! look at the size of those breasts! :O 

Pinkie: They are huge! 

Pinkie and Rarity start looking at the magazine, impressed by the 

women in the photos ... O_O 

You: Stop talking about it, do any of you want to incriminate me 

for that magazine? Admit it Pinkie, it was you! 

Pinkie: what?! NO!  

Rarity: Pinkie has always been with me, dear XD 

Then how ...! … … wait… the sound, that strange sound that I 

heard in my room before the girls knocked on the door of my 

house. Someone came into my room and put that magazine 

there to incriminate me and make me look like a pervert?! But 

who!!...  

You: I swear to you! before you girls arrived here, someone came 

into my room!  

Pinkie: suuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuure…Xd 

You: it’s true!!! Aaahhh, i cant believe it! That magazine is not 

mine… T_T 

Rarity won't let me take the magazine from Pinkie. Pinkie on the 

other hand, she keeps flipping the pages of the magazine to see 

the photos! 



Rarity: Pinkie, look at the time! We have to go prepare our 

costumes too hehe :P 

Pinkie: oh yep, you right! ^^.  

With my face flushed with embarrassment, I take the magazine 

U///U 

Pinkie: We have to go, but next time, dummy, learn to hide your 

magazines tee hee ^^ 

Rarity: pervert once, pervert forever hehehehe ^^.. but still, we 

love you! :D .. aww, you’re so cute when you’re embarrassment 

:3 

You: … this… magazine… is… not… mine… T________T *sniff* 

Rarity: see you tomorrow, Darling ^^ 

Pinkie: see ya! :D 

*Rarity and Pinkie leave your home* 

You: … *blushing* 

Someday I'll find the person who did this, and I'll make it pay! Dx 

… 

… 

It's been a couple of hours and I decide to finally check out the 

costume that Rarity made for me. That girl is very talented! It's 

male seifuku school outfit... usually what the high school boys 

wear in many schools. 

You: ooh nice! It's perfect! How did she know my 

measurements? :O 

I don't want to know :S 

 



- The next day –  

Today is the day of the costume event. It's true that I am excited, 

but I am also nervous. I trust that the girls will give me the 

necessary support to talk to Fluttershy and clear up this 

misunderstanding. 

In that moment, I see Rarity waiting for me ... 

You: WOAH! O///O 

 

Rarity: hiii!! :D 



 

Rarity is wearing a female Seifuku outfit! She looks extremely 

beautiful! Now I understand why she had said: “We will look 

perfect together” . A red outfit with long stockings… again, she 

looks just gorgeous! 

You: oohh.. hi Rarity ^///^ 

Rarity: and? How I look?^^ 

You: you look awesome! Very cute  

Rarity: heehee, thank you! You look very handsome! I'll be the 

envy of girls :3 

You: envy? Why :O 

Rarity winks at me, takes my hand and we start walking! My 

heart starts beating very fast just because of the fact that, not 

only Im walking with a girl, but we are holding hands! *0* 

Rarity: take it easy, okay? I will always be there for you  

You: yeah, su-sure, thanks hehe o.O- Oh and thanks for the 

costume, Rarity.  

Rarity: no problem ^^ 

So, I walk with Rarity to the school, holding hands as if we were... 

... 

You: *gulp* o///o 

 

-END- :D 


